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“the purpose of psychology is 
to give us a completely 

different idea of what we 
know best”

- Paul Veléry (philosopher, poet)

Today’s aim: pique your interest in 
what your mind’s doing (for and 
against you) when you’re in the 

outdoors





Classic terrain trap – funnels to a point into 
creek canyon, no escape for skiers, trees

Fatal avalanche less than a year before. 
Many avalanches in past 

A ‘dream run’ – 40 degree slope, open turns, some tree 
skiing, powder!

Short hike outside of Steven’s Pass ski-field 
– very accessible

3000 vertical feet drop

Altitude, altitude change (drop), underlying 
terrain – make it prone to avalanches

Not patrolled or cleared

Viewed in awe – and fear – by locals

Other recent avalanches in the 
Cascades (including that weekend)



Regional sales rep for 
Salomon

Life-long back-
country skier in 

Steven’s Pass 
area

Free-skiing pioneer. Head 
judge & former president of 
the International Free-skiers 

Association. Ski-instructor
at Steven’s 
Pass. Long 

time SP skier
Professional

free-skier
Competition director 
for free-skiing world 

champs

Owner of Shark 
snowsurf

snowboards

Director of 
marketing at 

Steven’s Pass and 
SP lifer

Ski-patroller at 
Steven’s Pass

Competitive
snowboarder

Steven’s Pass lift 
operator. Life-long 

Steven’s Pass 
snowboarder

Former 
competitive skier

Editor at Powder 
magazinePhotographer and former 

editor of Powder 
magazine

Former junior 
Olympic skier, free-

skiing editor at 
ESPN.com

Founder of Flylow, 
backcountry ski 

clothing company
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Tonight

PART 1: How your mind ‘thinks’
PART 2: How it might fail you
PART 3: What you can do about it
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Presentation Notes
Fast thinking Read words on a large billboard Make a disgust face when I show you a picture like this Orient yourself to a sudden and surprising sound





System 1 (fast thinking)

• Automatic
• Quick
• Involuntary
• Effortless

• Allows us to function – making sense of a lot of 
information quickly

• Usually correct, adaptive, useful
• Help you predict what happens next
• Can be easily fooled in the right situations
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Slow thinking Search for a man in a crowd Focus you attention on what someone is doing Multiply 17x24 (no, go on, actually do it now)



17 x 24
(408)



System 2 (slow thinking)

• Allocates attention to complex problems
• Deliberate
• Discretionary
• Tiring
• Limited

• Complements/helps/checks system 1
• But is invariably lazy (17x24…)
• Overuse of attention can blind us to other stimuli
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Take-away #1

Its amazing how your brain handles vast amounts 
of information. Most of the time, its right.

But it’s fallible sometimes. Yet in its fallibility, 
predictable.

You still make errors all the time (and even then, 
usually in a way that’s ‘fail safe’ – but not always).
We can understand and learn from those errors.  



A word on hindsight

• Hindsight bias (‘I-knew-it-all-along’)
• Outcome bias 

(‘that was stupid’)
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Presentation Notes
 Hindsight bias – overestimating the predictability of a past event (the ‘I-knew-it-all-along’ effect) Outcome bias – error made in evaluating the quality of the decision once the outcome is known‘it should have been obvious’; ‘what a dumb decision’ ‘I wouldn’t have done that’In thinking about the scenarios tonight so far, we are almost definitely falling prey to other biases – the hindsight and outcome biases. To understand why people made the decision they did you have to attempt to put yourself in their shoes.We can use this understanding to look at what might be helpful in avoiding making the same mistakes again Hindsight can’t explain why that behaviour happened – it might be able to stop that exact behaviour from happening again  Micro-matching – fragments of behaviour from the scenario didn’t match rules, procedures; they missed cues; fell short of ‘good practice’ – all that we now know to be pertinent to the outcome Cherry picking – selecting bits of the story which support a theory (which was built with hindsight). But these are meaningless outside of the context of the situation Counterfactuals – the should haves, if onlies, because the didn’ts are they are not relevant – they didn’t happen!



Biases and the outdoors
• Cognitive inertia (consistency) – tendency for 

beliefs/decisions to endure once formed 
– with commitment bias – in for a penny...
– with confirmation bias – more tuned into information that 

confirms beliefs
– With goal-driven behaviour

• Familiarity – past experiences guide behaviour in 
current setting
– with negative transfer – wrong for novel scenario
– with expectancy – we expect to see things consistent with 

our model of the situation (and so we do)



Biases and the outdoors

• Halo effect – where just because someone is 
good at one thing we think they’re good at 
something else (or everything) 
– With the expert halo – best leader or best climber 

must be the best everything (navigator, avalanche 
spotter)

• Acceptance – we do things that will get us 
accepted by a desirable group. 
– with bandwagon effect – everyone hops on –

conformity



Biases and the outdoors

• Social facilitation – we are more eager to 
perform, and perform better with an audience. 
– with risky shift – we agree courses of action that are 

more extreme when made in a group
– with group think – desire for harmony and conformity 

in a group – the unwillingness to upset the apple cart 
be going against the group view 

• Scarcity – value resource more if there’s a chance 
to lose it (loss aversion) (e.g. first ascents, first 
tracks, summit windows)



Limits of system 2

Attentional capacity is limited. It is affected by:
• Task load (number, difficulty)
• Novel environments
• Biological degradation (fatigue, hunger, thirst)
• Anxiety
• Distraction



Take away #2

“Sometimes things go wrong; because, usually, they 
go right”

Because your brain functions by shortcutting it can 
get you into trouble if the actual circumstances 
do not match the situation your brain thinks it’s 

in. There is ample opportunity for this in the 
outdoors.

Too much load means your mind won’t function to 
the capacity the situation requires of it.
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Presentation Notes
When things go right we get locked into using the systems that were right the last time. 



So, what to do?

Aim: 1. Reduce the reach of system 1’s biases
2. Reduce (over)load on system 2



Create a shared mental model

• Brief (and debrief).
• Make sure everyone knows the plan.
• Discuss goals and incentives. 
• Encourage dissent – appoint a black hatter.
• Ask about concerns. Explore them.
• Verbalise decision-making.
• Repeat.
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It’s relatively common to assume that others have the same information as you do. The same incentives. The same knowledge. At Tunnel Creek this happened – and it wasn’t the case. Tell paragliding story about thunder clouds (egocentrism; expert halo)Make goals that are less narrowly defined (‘the summit’)



Intentionally engage system 2

Create a conscious activity cycle – monitor the 
situation.
• Ask where you are
• Ask where you are 

supposed to be
• Check where you 

will/should be in the 
future



Reduce load on system 2
• Not going, bailing out, or reducing the reach 

of the day’s goal is a valid course of action
• Be weary of your

emotional and 
physical state

• Practice
• Prepare



Take away #3

“It ain’t what you don’t know that gets you into 
trouble. It’s what you know for sure that just 

ain’t so.”
– Mark Twain

It takes work to counter this. 
For success, you need to be active in that 

endeavour.
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Presentation Notes
When things go right we get locked into using the systems that were right the last time. 



References/useful links

Snowfall (the story of Tunnel Creek): http://www.nytimes.com/projects/2012/snow-fall/

Intro to cognitive biases: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases
(just look into some of the ones in this presentation)

More on system 1 and system 2: http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Fast-Slow-Daniel-Kahneman/dp/0374533555
Kahneman (and his colleague) was the psychologist that first came up with cognitive biases (and has Nobel prize for 
his effort). This is a relaitvely recent book that talks about system 1 and 2. Its great, but relatively heavy going for 
many. 

http://www.nytimes.com/projects/2012/snow-fall/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Fast-Slow-Daniel-Kahneman/dp/0374533555
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